
£0.35/kW x Flexible Capacity x 5 events 
Note: the total number of events paid 
for above will never equal more than 5

+

£0.80/kW x Flexible Capacity

Payable by the Company to the Provider 
within 30 Business Days of 

Delivery Payment 
£0.35/kW x Flexible Capacity x Total number 

of successfully delivered events 
(including any non-instructed events)

Payable by the Company to the Provider 
within 30 Business Days of MSP End Date

Upon MSP 
End Date, have you  

successfully delivered  
5 or more events 

(including any 
Uninstructed Events)

YES NO

Simplicity Package
1. SSEN will aim to issue 8 ‘Event Requests’ by the MSP End Date.

2.  The MSP ‘End Date’ is either the last day of the MSP agreement (3 months after the start date),  
 or the day that you have ‘Successfully Delivered’ your 5th event.

3.  If SSEN does not request all 8 events by the end of your MSP contract date, then theses ‘Uninstructed  
 Events’ may be considered as having been delivered by you successfully.

4.  For an event to be considered to have been ‘Successfully Delivered’ it should either be an ‘Uninstructed  
 Event’ (as described above) or for ‘Requested Events’, you need to have delivered at least 65% (or more)  
 of the flexible capacity you were contracted to deliver for each event. This will be evidenced by your  
 meter data.

What will I be paid?



Upgrade Package
1. SSEN will aim to issue 40 ‘Event Requests’ by the MSP End Date.

2.  The MSP End Date is either the end of the MSP agreement period (February 2023), or the date of your  
 30th ‘Successfully Delivered’ event.

3.  If SSEN does not request all 40 events by the end of your MSP contract date, then theses ‘Uninstructed 
 Events’ may be considered as having been delivered by you successfully.

4.  For an event to be considered to have been ‘Successfully Delivered’ it should either be an ‘Uninstructed  
 Event’ or for ‘Requested Events’, you need to have delivered at least 65% (or more) of the flexible capacity  
 you were contracted to deliver for each event. This will be evidenced by your meter data.

What will I be paid?


